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We present the first ab initio calculations for p-shell hypernuclei including hyperon–nucleon–nucleon (YNN)
contributions induced by a Similarity Renormalization Group transformation of the initial hyperon–nucleon
interaction. The transformation including the YNN terms conserves the spectrum of the Hamiltonian while
drastically improving model-space convergence of the Importance-Truncated No-Core Shell Model, allowing a
precise extraction of binding and excitation energies. Results using a hyperon–nucleon interaction at leading
order in chiral effective field theory for lower- to mid-p-shell hypernuclei show a good reproduction of exper-
imental excitation energies while hyperon separation energies are typically overestimated. The induced YNN
contributions are strongly repulsive and we show that they are related to a decoupling of the Σ hyperons from the
hypernuclear system, i.e., a suppression of the Λ–Σ conversion terms in the Hamiltonian. This is linked to the
so-called hyperon puzzle in neutron-star physics and provides a basic mechanism for the explanation of strong
ΛNN three-baryon forces.
PACS numbers: 21.80.+a, 21.10.Dr, 21.60.De, 05.10.Cc
The exploration of the structure of hypernuclei is a long-
standing focus of both experimental and theoretical efforts.
From the first detection of a hypernucleus [1, 2] to recent dis-
coveries, like the “strange alpha” 6
ΛΛ
He [3] or the extremely
neutron-rich 6
Λ
H [4], experiments have provided a wealth of
data, not only on ground-state energies but also on spectro-
scopic observables like excitation energies [5–9] or transi-
tion strengths [10]. New experiments, e.g. at J-Parc, JLab or
FAIR, will continue to expand our knowledge about hypernu-
clei throughout the hypernuclear chart [11]. This program is
accompanied by a long history of phenomenological models,
most notably, the shell model for p- and sd-shell hypernuclei
[12–14], cluster models [15–19], various mean-field models
[20–23], or recent Monte Carlo calculations with simplified
phenomenological interactions [24, 25]. However, for a fun-
damental understanding of the underlying interactions and the
full dynamics of hypernuclei we need ab initio methods that
eliminate model dependencies in the solution of the many-
baryon problem. For a long time, these were only available
for systems of up to four nucleons [26–30].
In order to advance the understanding of hypernuclei and
hyperon–nucleon interactions from first principles, we re-
cently presented the first ab initio calculations of p-shell hy-
pernuclei with realistic (chiral) baryon–baryon interactions
[31], performed in an Importance-Truncated No-Core Shell
Model (IT-NCSM) framework [32]. These calculations, how-
ever, suffered from slow convergence of energies with respect
to the NCSM model-space size. For non-strange nuclear sys-
tems it is common practice to improve convergence by pre-
conditioning the Hamiltonian, e.g. via a Similarity Renor-
malization Group (SRG) transformation [33–38] that predi-
agonalizes the Hamiltonian in momentum space. This trans-
formation induces three- and higher many-body forces even
if the initial Hamiltonian contains only two-body terms. In
light non-strange nuclei the induced three-nucleon terms are
of moderate size and can be explicitly included into the IT-
NCSM calculation by performing the SRG transformation in
three-body space. When transforming the hyperon–nucleon
(YN) interaction the induced terms are much stronger. We ob-
serve 4.1 MeV overbinding relative to a Λ separation energy
of BΛ = 6.4 MeV for 7ΛLi (cf. first and third column of the
third row of Table I). In our previous work we hence worked
with unevolved YN interactions, which caused the aforemen-
tioned slow convergence, especially of the absolute binding
energies.
Hyperons and their interactions with nucleons also have an
impact on neutron-star physics. When describing the structure
of neutron stars assuming purely nucleonic matter in β equi-
librium, their interior reaches densities and nucleon chemi-
cal potentials that would make the appearance of hyperons
energetically favorable. However, if one includes hyperons
into the description, assuming typical phenomenological YN
interactions, the equation of state softens and the maximum
neutron-star mass drops significantly [11, 39, 40]. As a con-
sequence, these equations of state cannot support neutron stars
with about 2 M that were observed recently [41, 42]. This is
the so-called hyperon puzzle in neutron-star physics.
In this Letter we present calculations in the p shell includ-
ing not only chiral and induced three-nucleon (3N), but also
induced hyperon–nucleon–nucleon (YNN) interactions. We
show that it is the suppression of the Λ–Σ conversion that
drives the induced YNN terms and that these terms are mainly
of three-body nature. This observation leads to new insights
into the hyperon puzzle.
Similarity Renormalization Group. The SRG transfor-
mation [33–38, 43] is a continuous unitary transformation
H(α) = U†(α)H(0)U(α) of the hypernuclear Hamiltonian
H = H(0) = Tint + VNN + V3N + VYN + ∆M consisting of
kinetic energy and NN and 3N interaction terms along with
a YN interaction and a mass term accounting for the differ-
ent rest masses of the Λ and Σ hyperons. Coulomb interac-
tions among charged baryons are contained in the two-body
terms. The transformation is governed by the flow equa-
tion ∂αH(α) = [η(α),H(α)] with flow parameter α. The
anti-hermitian generator η(α) can be chosen freely in order
to achieve a desired behavior. Here, we adopt the common
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FIG. 1. (color online) Absolute and excitation energies of 7
Λ
Li (a)
Nucleonic parent absolute and excitation energies, (b) hypernucleus
with bare ( ) and SRG-evolved ( ) YN interaction (700 MeV/c
cutoff, evolved to αY = 0.08 fm4), (c) hypernucleus with added
YNN terms for cutoffs 700 MeV/c ( ) and 600 MeV/c ( ). The
calculations are carried out with an NN+3N interaction evolved to
αN = 0.08 fm4 in a HO basis with ~Ω = 20 MeV.
choice η(α) = m2N[Tint,H(α)] that drives the Hamiltonian to a
band-diagonal form in momentum space. The flow equation
can be evaluated on a sufficiently large basis set (e.g. consist-
ing of harmonic-oscillator states) and solved as an ordinary
matrix differential equation using standard numerical meth-
ods.
In order to capture the induced YNN terms we have to eval-
uate the flow equation in a three-body basis, which we con-
struct from HO wave functions with respect to three-body Ja-
cobi coordinates. The resulting evolved Hamiltonian contains
a mixture of two- and three-body terms that must be disentan-
gled because they scale differently in a many-body calcula-
tion. This is achieved by subtracting the Hamiltonian evolved
in two-body space. The resulting YNN interaction can then be
used in a hypernuclear IT-NCSM framework [31]. This proce-
dure is well established for NN and 3N interactions [43, 44],
but here we present the first calculations with induced YNN
interactions.
Results for p-shell hypernuclei. To illustrate the effect of
including SRG-induced YNN terms we show the absolute and
excitation energies of low-lying states in 7
Λ
Li, 9
Λ
Be and 13
Λ
C
in Figs. 1 to 3 together with the energies of the non-strange
parent nuclei (left-hand panels). We are using the standard
chiral NN interaction at next-to-next-to-next-to-leading order
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FIG. 2. (color online) Same as Fig. 1, but for 9
Λ
Be.
(N3LO) [45] and the chiral 3N interaction at N2LO [46] (both
with cutoff Λ = 500 MeV/c) in conjunction with a chiral
YN interaction at LO [47] (with cutoffs Λ = 700 MeV/c and
Λ = 600 MeV/c). For all following calculations we perform a
consistent SRG evolution of the NN and 3N interaction up to
the three-nucleon level. In previous ab initio calculations for
p-shell nuclei, we have shown the SRG-induced beyond-3N
interactions are sufficiently small in the mass range consid-
ered here [44].
The center panels of Figs. 1 to 3 compare the energy spec-
tra of the single-strangeness hypernuclei obtained with the
bare YN interaction and an SRG-evolved YN interaction at
the two-baryon level with αY = 0.08 fm4. The SRG evolu-
tion of the YN interaction causes a large drop of the absolute
energies of all states while convergence with respect to the
model-space parameter Nmax is greatly improved. Excitation
energies also show much faster convergence in 7
Λ
Li while the
effect for the other isotopes is less dramatic. The splittings of
the excited state doublets in 9
Λ
Be and 13
Λ
C are increased. The
convergence patterns of the nucleonic parent and the hyper-
nuclear states become very similar, which allows for a precise
extraction of the Λ separation energy with only a few hundred
keV uncertainty. These separation energies are summarized
in Table I.
In a next step, we include the SRG-induced YNN terms
explicitly in our calculations—the results are shown in the
right-hand panels of Figs. 1 to 3. Evidently, the induced YNN
terms counteract the drop of the absolute energies and shift
them closer to the values extrapolated from the bare YN re-
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FIG. 3. (color online) Same as Fig. 1, but for 13
Λ
C.
sult. Convergence patterns and excitation energies are barely
affected, implying that the induced YNN terms act on all states
in the same manner. This is in accordance with the behav-
ior of SRG-induced nucleonic 3N forces. A notable effect
is the increase of the doublet splittings in 7
Λ
Li compared to
the case without induced YNN terms, while those in 9
Λ
Be and
13
Λ
C are reduced. In conclusion, when one accounts for the
sizable cutoff uncertainty in the YN interaction the excita-
tion energies including the induced YNN terms are compat-
ible with experimental data [7]; however, the hyperon is over-
bound significantly by 20 % to 50 % [2], depending on the
YN interaction cutoff. Overall, the YN interaction with cutoff
Λ = 700 MeV/c provides a consistently better description of
the hypernuclei under consideration.
Evolution of YNN terms. A detailed analysis of the emer-
gence of SRG-induced YNN interactions is presented in
Fig. 4, which shows the extrapolated energies of the low-
est two states of 7
Λ
Li as a function of the flow parameter
αY , with and without induced YNN terms. The energies are
obtained by simple exponential extrapolations of the calcu-
lated ground-state energies to the full Hilbert space and the
quoted uncertainties include importance-threshold and model-
space extrapolation uncertainties. The absolute energies of the
ground-state doublet show a strong αY dependence. Adding
the induced YNN terms practically removes the αY depen-
dence and recovers the unevolved energies within extrapola-
tion uncertainties. From this we conclude that the induced
terms are mainly of three-body nature and that the net con-
tribution due to four- and higher many-body forces is small in
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FIG. 4. (color online) Extrapolated binding energy of the 7
Λ
Li
ground-state doublet as a function of the SRG flow parameter αY
in the hyperon–nucleon sector, neglecting and including induced
YNN contributions. Calculations without induced YNN terms for
low values of αY are carried out with nucleonic flow parameter
fixed at αN = 0.08 fm4 (faded empty symbols), for higher values
we take αN = αY (half-filled symbols). The inclusion of the in-
duced YNN terms (full symbols) restores flow-parameter indepen-
dence within extrapolation uncertainties. The YN interaction cutoff
is Λ = 600 MeV/c, the HO frequency is ~Ω = 20 MeV.
these systems. The induced YNN terms are surprisingly large,
at αY ≈ 0.08 fm4 their inclusion changes the ground-state en-
ergy of 7
Λ
Li by about 3.5 MeV, which can be compared to a Λ
separation energy of about 7.7 MeV.
As a possible origin of the large induced YNN contribu-
tions one might suspect a unique feature of the YN interac-
tion, the conversion between Λ and Σ hyperons in the inter-
action with a nucleon [27, 48–50]. The SRG generator η(α)
drives the Hamiltonian to a band-diagonal form, also caus-
ing a suppression of the Λ–Σ conversion due to the presence
of the mass and kinetic energy terms. To further explore
this hypothesis, we adopt Wegner’s original formulation of
the SRG [34] and design a generator that exclusively decou-
ples the Λ from the Σ hyperons. The Wegner-type generator
η′(α) = m2N[HΛΣ(α),H(α)], where HΛΣ contains only the Λ–Σ
conversion terms, does exactly this. For large flow parameters
α, this results in a Hamiltonian whose low-lying spectrum is
completely devoid of Σ admixtures and, thus, corresponds to
an effective Λ-only model. The evolution of the energies of
the ground and first-excited states in 7
Λ
Li without the induced
YNN terms and the expectation values of the Σ number opera-
tor are shown in Fig. 5 as a function of the flow parameter αY .
The behavior of the energies is very similar to the standard
generator and the (missing) induced YNN interactions are of
similar or even larger size. At the same time the overbinding
due to the omitted induced YNN contributions develops in ex-
actly the same way as the suppression of the Σ admixture in
the eigenstates.
The mechanism behind this is the following: consider a Λ
that is converted to a Σ via interaction with a nucleon and then
converted back by interaction with a different nucleon. In a
scheme with explicit Σ hyperons, this process is an iterated
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FIG. 5. (color online) Extrapolated binding energy of the 7
Λ
Li
ground-state doublet as a function of the SRG flow parameter αY
in the hyperon–nucleon sector using the Wegner-type generator dis-
cussed in the text. Calculations are carried out with the nucle-
onic flow parameter fixed at αN = 0.08 fm4, a HO frequency of
~Ω = 20 MeV and a YN interaction cutoff of Λ = 600 MeV/c, the
lower panel shows the expectation value of the Σ number operator
for the largest model space calculated.
two-body interaction. However, in a scheme without Σ de-
grees of freedom this process appears as a genuine three-body
ΛNN force. The SRG evolution continuously transforms the
problem from a Σ-full to a Σ-less scheme, i.e., it integrates
out Σ degrees of freedom, naturally generating those ΛNN in-
teractions. The presence of a strong repulsive YNN force is,
therefore, merely a consequence of the degrees of freedom
used in the calculation. A calculation with full Λ–Σ coupling
needs a much weaker YNN force (or none at all) in order to re-
produce experimental data. Furthermore, the SRG is an ideal
tool predict the ΛNN interactions for a Σ-less scheme starting
from the full coupled-channel problem.
Implications for the hyperon puzzle. Two of the meth-
ods that are being used for microscopic calculations
of strange neutron-star matter are Brueckner-Hartree-Fock
and Auxiliary-Field Diffusion Monte Carlo (AFDMC).
Brueckner-Hartree-Fock calculations (see, e.g., Refs. [22, 39,
51–56]) renormalize the interaction through a G-matrix cal-
culation that is truncated at the two-body level. Similar to an
SRG transformation at the two-baryon level, induced many-
body terms are not captured in a G-matrix framework and
need to be accounted for by phenomenological corrections.
Recent AFDMC calculations by the Trento group [24, 25,
40] explicitly show the importance of ΛNN interactions for
the equation of state. Their present framework does not in-
clude Σ hyperons and the Λ–Σ conversion terms. However,
they fit phenomenological ΛN and ΛNN interactions to Λ
YN YN + ind. YNN AFDMC
700 600 700 [24] Experiment
4
Λ
He 4.10(1) 2.63(3) 2.56(4) 1.22(9) 2.39(3) [2]
7
Λ
He 9.93(36) 7.41(34) 5.98(33) 5.95(25) 5.68(28)[57]
7
Λ
Li 10.49(16) 7.70(16) 6.40(16) 5.58(3) [2]
9
Λ
Be 14.06(30) 10.41(29) 8.45(29) 6.71(4) [2]
13
Λ
C 20.06(10) 17.50(21) 14.43(19) 11.2(4) 11.69(12)[2]
TABLE I. Extrapolated hyperon separation energies BΛ in MeV for
selected hypernuclei. The SRG flow parameter is αN = αY =
0.08 fm4, the HO frequency ~Ω = 20 MeV. Numbers in header rows
denote the YN interaction cutoff Λ in MeV/c.
separation energies of various hypernuclei obtained in the
same computational framework. By comparing our Λ sep-
aration energies for the A = 7 and A = 13 systems to the
AFDMC results reported in Ref. [25] we notice that our cal-
culations with induced YNN terms lie within or very close
to the band spanned by the AFDMC results for the two fits
of the ΛNN interaction they investigate. Their AFDMC re-
sults without ΛNN interactions are well outside of this band
and similar to our IT-NCSM results with the SRG-evolved
Hamiltonian without the induced YNN terms. These obser-
vations are fully in line with our previous discussion: The
AFDMC without explicit Σ degrees of freedom needs strongly
repulsive phenomenological ΛNN interactions to reproduce
the ground states of hypernuclei. Our investigation shows that
these strong ΛNN interactions necessarily emerge from the
decoupling of the Σ hyperons and originate from the Λ–Σ con-
version. The AFDMC calculations also show the impact of
the ΛNN interactions on the equation of state and on the max-
imum neutron-star mass. Their inclusion stiffens the equation
of state up to a point where the appearance of hyperons in the
relevant density range is completely suppressed and the max-
imum neutron-star mass is set by the nucleonic equation of
state.
Conclusions. We present the first ab initio calculations of
p-shell hypernuclei with an explicit treatment of YNN inter-
actions induced by SRG transformations. The inclusion of the
induced YNN terms removes the overbinding and the flow-
parameter dependence of low-lying states in light hypernuclei,
providing a good description of hypernuclear spectroscopy al-
ready with LO chiral YN interactions. We demonstrate that
the SRG-induced YNN terms are driven by the suppression
of the Λ–Σ coupling in the YN interaction, which promotes
certain iterated two-body interactions to the three-body level.
Effectively the SRG provides a continuous mapping between
a scheme with fully coupled Λ and Σ degrees of freedom and
a simplified scheme with only Λ hyperons at the expense of
strong repulsive ΛNN interactions. Our findings explain why
phenomenological models using only Λ hyperons necessarily
need strong ΛNN interactions or corresponding density de-
pendencies to give realistic results. This also provides evi-
dence that the Λ–Σ conversion in a fully coupled theory is key
to resolving the hyperon puzzle even without the use of addi-
5tional chiral YNN interactions.
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